Furthermore, if a = 5 and c is real, then C=D«c 2 ! =0, and the two differential equations become real and identical.
For equations (1.1), Bergman proved the existence of two functions £1(0, 2, t) and £2(2, 2, /), called by him "generating functions of the first kind," 2 with the following properties: (1) They have the forms £i(z, z, t) = exp 1 -I 0(2, z)dz 1 [l + zztEi(z, z, t) ], E 2 (z, z, t) = exp f -I b(zy z)dz J [l + zztEi{z> z, /)], where each Ej? (z, z, t) has continuous first partial derivatives in z, z and /for |/| ^1 and for z and z within a certain four-dimensional region.
(2) The classes C(£i) and C(E 2 ) of functions Ui (z, z) and U*(z, z) defined by the formulas (1.2)
Ui(z, z) = ƒ E x (z 9 z, t)f(z(l -t*)/2)dt/{\ -t*yt\
where/(f) and g(f) are arbitrary analytic functions of f, form subsets of solutions of (1.1).
(3) Every solution U(z, z) of (1.1) may be written in the form
with/(J") and g(f) suitably chosen analytic functions. As was proved by Bergman, to many theorems about analytic functions of a complex variable correspond analogous theorems about functions belonging to classes C(E) generated by functions E of the first kind. In particular, if we define as "basic solutions" those corre-
then every function U of class C(E) which is regular in \z\ ^r may * Generating functions which are considered as not of the first kind are those failing to satisfy property (1). When E is a generating function not of the first kind, the integration in (1.2) and (1.3) must be taken along a rectifiable curve joining the points /= ±1, but not passing through £=0.
be expanded in a series U=*%2<x p u p which is uniformly and absolutely convergent in \z\ ^f.
For example, in the case of the equation 
the basic solutions are
But for (1.5), successive terms in the expansion U==%2a p u p can be computed from earlier terms by the use of some recurrence relation satisfied by the Bessel's functions, as for example the relation
It would likewise be of practical value in the case of other differential equations L(£7)=0 to determine what recurrence relations, if any, are satisfied by the basic solutions u p (r, 0). In the present note, recurrence formulas connecting the basic solutions u p (r, 0) are found in the case of differential equations, L(U) =0 for which at least one of the corresponding "generating functions" E(z, z, t) is of the form E(z, z, t) =exp/(r, 0, t) where/(r, 0, t) is a polynomial in / containing either only even powers of t or only odd powers of /. Obviously, the equation ( 
where (1.11) = -Up H >, or r re" ,,*.<> 2/ + 2^+1 The above theorem will be derived as an immediate consequence of two lemmas that are given in the next section. In the third section the theorem will be applied to a few specific equations of form (1.1).
2. Two lemmas. First we shall derive a result for polynomials P(r, 0, t) involving only even powers of t. In order to evaluate the latter integral, let us first integrate by parts:
Let us then assume that the formula
"' /r-\ has already been verified for w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , iV and proceed to verify the formula for tn = N+l, as follows.
i:
Thus, formula (2.8) has been established by mathematical induction. We now substitute from formula (2.8) into expression (2.7), thus obtaining +Q<(r, 0, (1 -T) 1 ' 2 ) | ƒ t**P r (r, 0, (1 -*) 1/2 )1 T~*+U*u Pf as was to be proved.
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Formula (2.2) may be reduced to formula (1.10) if, using (1.8) and (2.3), we set we may write the second term of the left side of (2.6) as
S*(T)H/. -"' , S-(T)H ,WWV '
,Zo 2^ + 2/ + 1 \ 2 / r«" ,£o 2£ + 2; + 1
Thus the proof of our main theorem is completed.
3. Examples. Let us first verify that the recurrence relation (2.6) is a generalization of that for Bessel's functions as given in formula (1.7). Here Q(r, 0, t)=rti and thus (2.6) becomes
formula (3.1) reduces at once to formula (1.7). As our second example, let us consider the differential equation JL(Z7)=0 in which the expression F~c-ab-a z f£0 satisfies the two equations
As shown by Bergman, 4 one of the possible corresponding generating functions is E(z, z, t) =exp P(r, 0, t) =exp (ao+#i* 
J o «Jo
According to our theorem, the recurrence relation satisfied by the basic solutions is in this case 
Ai7 -&xU x -8ücï7y + 4Z7 =0, * See p. 1194, reference in footnote la.
